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TnS little book has no serious historic pretensions. It is frankly journalistic the record of
momentous events chronicled hot on the heel of happening. It was my good fortune to be
among the first to reach Petrpgrad after the Great Upheaval. I found the capital delirious with
freedom the people still blinking in the light of the sudden deliverance. I saw the fruits and the
follies of the new liberty. Whatever social and economic excesses impeded the era of
reconstruction and no one can deny that the path of the infant republic is beset with peril the
larger fact obtains that the Russian Revolution of 1917 set up a distinct milepost in all human
progress. If the war which has reddened Europe has achieved no other result, it would have
been worth its dreadful cost in blood and treasure. The liberation of theS lav has changed the
trend of universal thought, and will affect and underlie the coming centuries. It wrote on the
waU sof the world the solenm warning that Autocracy sday was done I. F. M. New York:
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